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High pressures and ferromagnetic order in EuB6
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We have measured the electrical resistivityr(T) of single crystals of EuB6 for temperatures from 1.2 to 300
K, and pressures from 1 bar to 169 kbar. The room temperature resistivityr300 K is dramatically reduced with
pressure, while the double ferromagnetic ordering temperaturesTc

1,2 are strongly enhanced. We argue that
magnetic order is driven by the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida interaction between Eu moments and pockets
of carriers at the semimetallicX point. With pressure, the band overlap increases, leading to an increase in
carriers at the Fermi surface and the decrease of the spin disorder scattering in the paramagnetic state.
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EuB6 has a long history as a prototypical ferromagnet, d
to its crystalline simplicity, as well as its decidedly localize
and isotropic Eu moment.1 Despite its potential as a mode
system, the relationship between the ferromagnetism and
electronic structure in EuB6 remains mysterious and contro
versial. The crystal structure consists of a simple cubic lat
of Eu ions, with B6 octohedra lying at the cube centers.
was initially proposed on the basis of tight binding calcu
tions that the electronic structure is derived primarily fro
the hybridization of boron orbitals.2 In this view, the rare-
earth ions are essentially passive electron sources, whos
lence serves only to determine the Fermi level. Two el
trons are required to completely fill the valence band. Hen
the trivalent hexaborides are expected to be metallic,
divalent hexaborides, insulating.3,4 More recently, self-
consistent calculations have refined this view by includ
hybridization with 6s and 5d orbitals of the rare earths.5–9

The essential features of this electronic structure have b
satisfactorily verified by means of de Haas–van Alphen a
Shubnikov–de Haas measurements in trivalent rare-e
hexaborides.10–12 However, the situation for the divalen
hexaborides is qualitatively different from the scenario d
duced from the tight binding calculations. The fits of t
temperature dependent resistivities of EuB6, SrB6, and CaB6
above room temperature, as well as low temperature tun
ling studies find activation gaps of order a few tenths of
eV.3,13,14 However, none of these compounds show true
sulating resistivity at low temperature, indicating the pre
ence of metallic states in the gap.15 There has been consid
erable controversy whether these gap states are intrins
extrinsic. Shubnikov–de Haas and de Haas–van Alp
measurements16 on EuB6 argue for the former, revealing tha
the Fermi surface consists of extremely small, light m
spherical pockets, which are essentially unaffected by
onset of ferromagnetism. It was proposed that the rare-e
hybridization causes a small band overlap at theX points,
rendering the divalent hexaborides semimetallic.8,9

EuB6 is of particular interest, as it is the only rare-ear
hexaboride which orders ferromagnetically. What is mo
560163-1829/97/56~22!/14541~6!/$10.00
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EuB6 provides the rare possibility of studying magnetic ord
in a host with exceptionally low carrier concentration a
little disorder. Such a study may provide insight into a p
viously unexplored regime: the crossover from magnetic
dering mechanisms characteristic of magnetic semicond
tors, such as the superexchange and the Bloember
Rowland interactions, to those characteristic of metals, s
as the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida~RKKY ! interaction.
The proximity to this crossover is presumably responsi
for the lack of theoretical or experimental consensus on
mechanism responsible for ferromagnetism in EuB6, or even
on the degree of metallicity of EuB6 itself. If EuB6 is best
described as an insulator, it can be argued17 in analogy to the
EuX ~X5O, S, Se, Te! compounds that magnetic order o
curs by means of a superexchange interaction involving
Eu 5d and 4f orbitals. However, this view was countered b
electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR! line shape analyse
showing instead that the dominant interaction is RKKY-lik
involving exchange coupling of the rare-earth moments a
the small pockets of semimetallic conduction electrons18

The Bloembergen-Rowland~BR! interaction is intermediate
between these respectively insulating and metallic vie
Here, the moments have a virtual interaction by means
their coupling to states lying above the semiconducting g
Within this model, a reasonable value for the ferromagne
Weiss constant is predicted for EuB6, as well as antiferro-
magnetism in the trivalent rare-earth hexaborides.19–21 Dis-
tinguishing among these three possible ordering mechan
has previously been complicated by the presence of la
numbers of extrinsic carriers. However, recent advance
sample quality make it worthwhile to revisit this issue.

The pressure dependence of the magnetic ordering t
perature is one of the most direct means for determining
nature of the magnetic ordering mechanism. Accordingly,
present here the results of electrical resistivity measurem
on very high-quality single crystals of EuB6, which span
much larger pressure22 and temperature23,24 ranges than have
previously been investigated. The pressure dependence
14 541 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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the underlying moment interactions and carrier concen
tions will be discussed from the viewpoint of the supere
change, RKKY, and BR interactions.

Large single crystals of EuB6 were prepared from an alu
minum flux, and were carefully screened for ferromagne
ordering transitions in the electrical resistivity of at least
K. Crystals meeting this criterion were found to have t
largest zero-temperature moments and Curie terms in
high-temperature, paramagnetic phase. The samples
have a needlelike morphology, and the electrical resistiv
was measured with the current flowing parallel to the nee
axis, which is presumed to be a principal crystallograp
direction. High-pressure resistivity measurements were
ried out in a Bridgman anvil cell, and pressures were de
mined in situ using a superconducting lead manomete25

High-pressure magnetization measurements were perfor
separately in a special Bridgman cell, employing nonm
netic ceramic anvils. A small, multiturn coil was wrappe
around both the sample and a lead manometer, and the
voltage was measured using a locking amplifier whose
erence voltage was taken from a primary driving coil,
cated in a low-pressure region of the cell.

The temperature dependences of the electrical resist
of two different samples of single crystal EuB6 are presented
in Fig. 1, for pressures ranging from ambient pressure to
kbar. The resistivity is large at room temperature, decrea
to the cusplike ferromagnetic ordering transition near 15
The resistivity in sample 2 at 1.2 K is 4mV cm. Pressure
has two major effects on the temperature-dependent resi
ity. First, pressure increases the ferromagnetic ordering t
perature, consistent with earlier measurements below
kbar.22 Second, pressure substantially reduces the room t
perature resistivity.

In order to determine the pressure dependence of the
romagnetic ordering temperature, we have plotted the t
perature derivative of the resistivity of sample 2 at differe
pressures in Fig. 2. The Curie temperatureTc is determined
from the maxima in]r/]T for T5Tc . The results of Fig. 2
indicate that there are two distinct ordering temperature
EuB6, Tc

1 andTc
2 , as has previously been noted in speci

heat measurements.26 At ambient pressure in sample 2, th

FIG. 1. Electrical resistivity of two single crystals of EuB6.
Applied pressures for sample 1 are A546 bar, B579 kbar,
C5169 kbar. Applied pressures for sample 2 are A51 bar,
B513 kbar, C542 kbar, D567 kbar.
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two transitions occur atTc
1515.1460.03 K, and Tc

2

512.6560.05 K. The pressure dependences of the two tr
sitions are plotted in Fig. 3 for both samples. Both transit
temperatures are enhanced by the application of pressureTc

2

is initially sensitive to pressure, increasing by about 30
before saturating at pressures of approximately 50 kbar.Tc

1

is more sensitive to pressure thanTc
2 , increasing almost a

factor of 2 at 169 kbar, showing less tendency to satur
The upper transition remains equally sharp at all pressu
although the magnitude of the change in resistivity atTc

1

decreases continuously with increased pressure. In cont
pressure rapidly broadens the lower transition, as well
suppressing the overall magnitude of]r/]T at all tempera-
tures near the critical points.

We have used high-pressure magnetization measurem
to determine that the upper transitionTc

1 corresponds to the
onset of a spontaneous magnetization. The results of th
measurements appear in Fig. 4, which plots the pickup
signal as a function of temperature for pressures rang
from 1 bar to 57 kbar. A large, temperature-dependent ba
ground from the metallic pressure clamp makes this te
nique useful primarily for studying sharp transitions, such
ferromagnetic or superconducting transitions. The onse
ferromagnetism in the data of Fig. 4 is associated with

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the derivative of the re
tivity ]r/]T for sample 2. Applied pressures are A51 bar,
B513 kbar, C542 kbar, D567 kbar.

FIG. 3. Pressure dependences of the upper resistive trans
Tc

1 ~squares! and lower resistive transitionTc
2 ~circles!. Open sym-

bols are for sample 1, filled symbols are for sample 2. Solid l
represents the transitions taken from high-pressure magnetiz
measurements.
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midpoint of the transition in the pickup coil voltage, and t
pressure dependence of these transitions is reproduce
Fig. 3. It is clear from this comparison that the highe
temperature transition in the resistivity corresponds to
onset of ferromagnetic order in the magnetization. Ther
no feature in the pickup signal at the second, low
temperature resistive transition.

Pressure has a dramatic effect on the room tempera
resistivity r300 K for our two samples. The pressure depe
dences ofr300 K for both samples appears in Fig. 5.r300 K is
depressed almost a factor of 2 by the application of 67 k
to sample 2. The continuation of these measurement
higher pressures in sample 1 suggests thatr300 K experiences
the same sort of saturation asTc

1 did above 50 kbar. The
pressure dependence, but not its overall magnitude, i
qualitative agreement with two earlier studies ofr300 K at
pressures below 100 kbar.23,24

The pressure dependences of the Curie temperaturTc
and the room-temperature resistivityr300 K provide insight
into both the ordering mechanism and its relationship to
electronic structure. It has previously been proposed in
related EuX (X5O,S,Se,Te) compounds that magnetic ord

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the pickup coil voltage
the vicinity of the ferromagnetic ordering transition of EuB6. Pres-
sures are A~1 bar!, B ~1 kbar!, C ~11 kbar!, D ~18 kbar!, E ~30
kbar!, F ~43 kbar!, G ~57 kbar!.

FIG. 5. Pressure dependence of the room-temperature resis
r300 K. Open symbols are for sample 1, filled symbols are
sample 2.
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occurs via superexchange.17 Here, the 5d orbitals on neigh-
boring Eu sites overlap, indirectly coupling thef orbitals via
the onsitef -d exchange. A point charge model can be co
structed for EuB6 to relate the superexchange interactionJ to
the measured Curie temperature. A Eu ion at the origin ha
near neighbors atr 5a, 12 next-nearest neighbors atr
5&a, and 6 more neighbors atr 5)a:

Tc52/3S~S11!@6J1112J216J3#. ~1!

Here,S is the projection of the Eu spin on the total angu
momentum (S5 7

2 ), andJi is the superexchange interactio
between thei th Eu neighbors. SinceJ depends on direc
overlap, it is expected thatJ1.J2.J3 . In this model, the
pressure dependence ofTc in EuB6 arises primarily from that
of J1 , just as for the EuX.27 Using the measured compres
ibility of EuB6 below 60 kbar,28 our data indicate an initia
] ln J1 /] lna'2300. A similar analysis of EuO~Ref. 27!
finds a much weaker dependence ofJ1 on lattice parameter
a, ] lnJ1 /] lna'217. This anomalously strong dependen
of J1 on lattice parameter was also found in an earlier po
charge analysis of EuB6, although the details of our mode
are different.22 Even though the degree of covalency and t
lattice parameters are admittedly different, it is difficult
believe that the superexchange interaction is more than
order of magnitude more sensitive to lattice parameter
EuB6 than in the EuX. We conclude that a more likely inter
pretation of this comparison is that magnetic order does
arise from superexchange, at least in EuB6.

It has also been suggested19–21 that the Bloembergen
Rowland~BR! interaction is responsible for magnetic ord
in EuB6, at least at low pressures. Here, Eu moments inte
indirectly by means of states in the conduction band, wh
occupation is given by thermal activation of valence ele
trons across a gapEg . The Curie temperature is given by

Tc523pn2J2/kBETS~S11!(
r

F~2kTr !

3exp@2~2m* Eg!1/2r /h#. ~2!

Here,n is the number of conduction electrons per Eu ionJ
the exchange interaction between thef moments and the
conduction electron spin,S the projection of the Eu spin on
the total angular momentum (S5 7

2 ), ET and kT the energy
and wave vector at the top of the valence band, andF(x)
5@x cos(x)2sin(x)#/x4. The resistivity above room tempera
ture arises from thermal occupation of the conduction ba
and is in fact found to be activated, givingEg50.38 eV at
ambient pressure.13 The pressure dependences ofTc and the
room-temperature resistivityr300 K are assumed to arise pr
marily from that ofEg . rRT decreases from 309mV cm at 1
bar to 100mV cm at our highest pressure of 169 kbar, su
gesting thatEg decreases by 30 meV. The ambient press
value forEg can be independently deduced from the press
dependence ofTc

1 , which increases from 15.14 to 25.75
over the same pressure range. This analysis finds an am
pressure gapEg(0)50.13 eV, about a factor of 3 smalle
than that found in activation fits of the high-temperature
sistivity. That is, the pressure dependence ofr300 K is too
weak to explain the pressure dependence ofTc , if magnetic
order arises from the BR interaction.
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We believe instead that the Eu moments order ferrom
netically in EuB6 by means of the RKKY interaction, involv
ing the small pockets of conduction electrons at theX points
found in the band structure calculations.8,9 The ordering tem-
perature is given by29,30

Tc523pn2J2/kBEFS~S11!(
i

F~2kFr i !. ~3!

EF and kF are, respectively, the Fermi energy and Fer
wave vector for the pockets of conduction electrons. T
pressure dependence ofTc has two potential sources. In prin
ciple, the exchange interactionJ is expected to be somewha
enhanced with pressure, as the pressure increases the s
extent of the conduction electron wave functions. At t
same time, pressure would be expected to change theX-point
band overlap, consequently modifying the conduction el
tron concentration. In order to self-consistently determine
pressure dependences ofJ and n, another measurement
required.

The temperature dependence of the electrical resistivit
EuB6 below room temperature reflects the dominance of s
disorder scattering of a small number of conduction electr
from fluctuating Eu moments. In support of this view, t
magnitude of the room-temperature resistivity agrees w
with an estimate taken from a crystal field model propos
by Fisk for NdB6.

31 The estimated contribution to the room
temperature resistivity of EuB6 at 1 bar from electron-
phonon scattering is less than 3%. In addition, the resisti
at 1 bar drops by almost two orders of magnitude at
magnetic ordering transition. The room temperature resis
ity r300 K gives an independent measurement ofJ and n
since32–34

r300 K5~3p2Nm/he2EF!J2~g21!2S~S11!. ~4!

Here,N is the number of atoms per unit volume, andg the
Landé g factor. By combining Eqs.~3! and ~4!, we can
uniquely determine the pressure dependences ofJ andn.

It is straightforward to show that the pressure depende
of Tc is not dominated by the pressure dependence ofJ. If J
were the dominant pressure effect,Tc and r300 K would be
linearly related since both are proportional toJ2. Tc

1,2 are

FIG. 6. The upper and lower resistive transitions,Tc
1 ~circles!

and Tc
2 ~squares! plotted as a functions of the room-temperatu

resistivity r300 K. Open symbols are sample 1, filled symbols a
sample 2. Pressure is the implicit variable.
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plotted as a function ofr300 K in Fig. 6, with pressure as th
implicit variable. SinceTc

1,2 both increase with pressure an
r300 K decreases with pressure, there is not even qualita
agreement for the relationshipTc

1,2}r300 K. Studies35 of
pair-breaking rates due to rare-earth impurities in superc
ducting YB6 show almost no variation ofJ with lattice con-
stant, an observation born out by atomic overl
calculations.36 The situation is somewhat more complex f
EuB6, as our analysis will show that the electron concent
tion n, and consequently the local moment-conduction el
tron wave function overlap are pressure dependent. H
ever, we will show that the variation inJ is relatively weak
for the electron concentrations found in pressurized Eu6,
and is not responsible for the pressure dependence ofTC ,
except perhaps at the lowest pressure wheren is changing
the most quickly.

In order to determine the pressure dependence ofn, we
must first explicitly calculate the oscillatory RKKY functio
S jF(2kFr i) for EuB6 and determine its primary dependen
on kFa. A Eu ion at the origin has 6 near neighbors atr
5a, 12 next-nearest neighbors atr 5&a, and 6 more neigh-
bors at r 5)a. S iF(2kFr i) is negative, signifying ferro-
magnetic interactions forkFa,1.86. This value ofkFa cor-
responds to a critical conduction electron density of 0

FIG. 7. The magnitude of the spatially dependent part of
RKKY interactionS iF(2kFr i) as a function ofkFa. Dashed line is
the relationshipS iF(2kFr i)}(kFa)21, valid for the pressure range
accessed in this experiment.

FIG. 8. Plot of (Tc
1,2)22/32}n22/3}r300 K. Circles represent

the upper transitionTc
1 , squares the lower transition. Open symbo

represent sample 1, filled symbols sample 2. Line is a guide for
eye.
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56 14 545HIGH PRESSURES AND FERROMAGNETIC ORDER IN EuB6
electrons per Eu. Photoemission37 and Mössbauer38 measure-
ments of EuB6 samples from the same batch as our resistiv
samples place a much lower bound on the magnitude of
viations of the Eu valence from 2. Ambient pressure, roo
temperature Hall effect39 and low-temperature Fermi surfac
measurements16 suggest a very small electron concentrati
n'1023 electrons per Eu. That is, for the pressures acces
in our experiment the number of conduction electrons per
is certainly much less than one, andkFa!1.86. The absolute
value ofS iF(2kFr i) is plotted as a function ofkFa in Fig. 7.
The RKKY interaction decreases monotonically as (kFa)21

over the range ofkFa likely to be accessed in our high
pressure measurements. The leading pressure dependen
Tc andr300 K consequently are

Tc;J2n~P!, r300 K;J2/n2/3~P!. ~5!

Since bothTc andr300 K depend onJ in the same way, we
can use these expressions~5! to test whether the pressur
variations in both reflect the pressure dependence of the e
tron concentration. If so, the form of the RKKY interactio
implies r300 K}Tc

22/3. As can be seen from Fig. 8, the da
are consistent with the upper transitionTc

1 , but not the lower
transitionTc

2 being driven by the RKKY interaction. In this
view, the pressure dependence ofTc

1 mirrors that of the elec-
v

r

t

i

e

y
e-
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ed
u

s of

c-

tron concentrationn, which we deduce approximately
doubles over the pressure range explored in our meas
ments. Calculations of the band overlap in EuB6 as a func-
tion of pressure, using measured lattice compressibili
would be a very useful test of this scenario.

Our high-pressure measurements indicate that ferrom
netic order in EuB6 is driven by an RKKY interaction be-
tween the localized Eu moments, and the very dilute poc
of conduction electrons arising from semimetallic band ov
lap. As pressure increases this overlap, the concentratio
these carriers increases, and is simultaneously responsibl
the gradual depression of spin disorder scattering in the p
magnetic state.
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